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Stand up, get fit by paddle boarding
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My job as a fitness guy entails assessing fitness trends, equipment and

techniques. It means I go out, play and then figure out who would enjoy playing

on that toy with me at any given point in time.

It is always fun, often challenging and--on days like last Sunday -- a total score. I

had a great session and woke up the next day thinking, "Cool, what did I do to

make me so tight?"

What Is It?

It's longboard standup paddling on the river and, to my surprise, an incredible full

body workout. Everything from my shoulders through my lats and abs to my butt

and legs worked together to keep me standing up and propelling myself

downstream.

Yes, you can lollygag your way down the river at sightseeing speed and enjoy an

afternoon or two in the sunshine, but if working is on your agenda, this is one way

to literally push yourself to a new fitness level.

With practice, there is no open body of water that is not appropriate for standup

paddling; from pool to lake to river to rapids, it's an exciting use of all that your

heart, muscles and mind are capable of.

Who Would This Appeal To?

Standup paddle boards are the answer to the question "how do I get balance

training, core stability, muscular endurance and cardiovascular conditioning when I

can't stand to go indoors for the four or five months a year our climate is

conducive to being outdoors?"

This is an activity made for those looking at their physical fitness as a lifestyle

rather than a gym commitment. If working out with others is a motivator for you,

Calgary's Rednik Surf Shop has a standup paddle board club, adding social appeal

to an already relatively complete outdoor training package.

Who Would Hate It?

If water is not your thing, standup paddle boarding may not be for you. Then

again, you're on the water, not in it, and you're going to get a lot out of the

experience.. . .
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The Klutz Factor

If your sense of balance is intact and you have checked out your route to ensure

its safety for your level of experience (no dams, weirs or class five rapids), the

klutz factor is minimal. It's so safe: first, you're wearing a life jacket and second,

you have a leash attached from your ankle to an incredibly large floating object.

But, this is the kind of adventure where to be safe is to be prepared. Always leave

a time and route with someone who cares and may notice your absence after a

day or two or--better still--paddle with a partner.

Wait--special klutz alert! Make sure when transporting your boards your roof

straps are extra tight. We slammed on our brakes at the end of the day to avoid a

dog in the street and launched our boards off the Trooper so far so fast that we

almost had dog-kebabs. A true testament to durability: the boards, that they were

virtually undamaged, and my heart rate, which returned to normal in less than an

hour.

What Do You Need?

This is a simple package. A little core stability, plus a paddle board, a paddle and a

body of water, and you are good to go.

In Alberta, the paddle board is a watercraft and as such a life jacket is a

requirement. What, if anything else, you wear depends on the water temperature

and day.

Thinking the river would be spring run-off cold, I wore a full body wetsuit. On a 20

C day, it was like paddling in a sauna. Once you have your technique polished,

dress for the ambient temperature, as chances are good you'll not be in the water

unless by choice.

Last tip? Learning some strokes from someone who canoes just might boost your

paddle board to warp speed.

Where Do I Find It/ What Are The Costs?

The source for standup paddling in Calgary is The Rednik Surf Shop. They are

available for questions and board demo's at Suite 9, 10 Richard Way S. W.;

rednik.com;surfrednik@shaw.ca;or 403-685-4600. The initial investment into this

sport can be a big one. It's a good idea to get in touch with Rednik and ask about

board rentals and lessons.

Quality standup boards will start at about $1,100 (and go up to $2,500); throw in

the leash and paddle for another $150 and you are good to go, from late May

through the end of September.

Surfing on either side of that window will likely call for the wetsuit-glove-bootie

combo for an additional $375.

Bottom Line?

This is Tom Sawyer and Huck Finn's raft trip on steroids.
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